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present—highest in equatorial regions and lowest about the poles, though usually with much less contrast than exists at present.
It must be remembered, of course, that the previous existence of comparatively mild climates in limited high-latitude regions does not prove that the average temperature of the world as a whole was then much, if any, higher than it is now, but only that at those places the growing seasons were long enough to permit the, then, indigenous vegetation to mature its seeds (a much more rapid process in high latitudes owing to the greater length of the summer days than in low), and that the temperature of the litoral waters at the same places was such as to foster the local marine life. Both conditions, conceivably, might have been met by a free and, therefore, abundant oceanic circulation; or, perhaps, locally by protection from cold currents and drifting ice. Similarly, local glaciation doubtless often was produced by local causes. But, on the other hand, such extensive glaciation as several times obtained must have required a world-wide lowering of temperature. Indeed, no escape seems possible from the conclusion that the world has experienced many a profound climatic change of both types, local and universal, mild and dry through the long ages when the land was of low level and relatively small extent, and cold and damp during the much briefer periods when mountains were high and numerous and the oceans comparatively restricted in area and circulation.
When this series of climatic changes began, there is no sure means of knowing, for the records, especially those of glacial origin, grow gradually fainter and more scanty with increase of geologic age; so scanty, indeed, as to force the belief that the effects of many of the earlier changes may long since have been completely obliterated. But, however this may be, it is almost certain that, from the time of the earliest known of these changes down to the very present, the series has been irregularly continuous, and the end, one might reasonably assume, is not yet. Change after change of climate in almost endless succession, and even additional ice ages, may still be experienced, though when they shall begin (except in the case of the small and fleeting changes to be noted below), how intense they may be, or how long they shall last, no one can form the slightest idea.
Clearly, then, a matter so fundamental as this, namely, the profound modification of those agencies that not only fashion the face of the earth, but also control its flora and govern its fauna, challenges and deserves every contribution that science can give to its complete or even partial elucidation. Hence it is, that during the past 60 years, or more, numerous attempts, some of them invoking purely terrestrial and others extraterrestrial, or cosmical, conditions, have been made to find a probable and at the same time an adequate physical basis for, or cause of, the known climatic changes of the distant past, and especially for those

